If X and Y are ergodic G spaces, where G is a countable discrete group and X is an extension of Y, we study the embedding of the group-measure von Neumann algebra corresponding to (7, G) into the group-measure von Neumann algebra corresponding to (X, G). Introduction. A study of the relationship between spectral invariants for ergodic actions of countable abelian groups and the corresponding group-measure factors was undertaken by the author in [15] , where, under appropriate conditions, the normalizer of a particular maximal abelian subalgebra of the factor corresponding to the trivial quotient action of the group was shown to depend on the pure point spectrum of the original action. In this paper, intended as a sequel to [15], we investigate in further detail certain invariants of quotient actions of ergodic group actions and the embedding of the associated von Neumann algebra. As in [15], spectral invariants play a particularly fruitful role in our study, and in the case where the quotient action is a free action and there is a relatively invariant measure, we use these invariants to deduce the structure of all unitaries normalizing the subfactor corresponding to the quotient action.
Given a quotient action (Y, v, G) of (X, μ, G) satisfying the appropriate conditions, one may apply the theorem repeatedly to attain an ascending chain of subfactors
F(Y 9 G)cF(Y l9 G)cF(Y 2 ,G)
each one "normal" in the next corresponding to the descending chain of quotient G-spaces (X, μ, G) --> (Y 2 
, v 2 , G) -> (Y l9 v l9 G)-» (Y 9 v 9 G)
each one being the maximal quotient action with relatively elementary spectrum over the next. Continuing this idea by transfinite induction, we deduce the "length" of the subfactor F(Y, G) in F{X 9 G), and relate this to the generalized elementary spectrum of (X, μ, G) over (Y, v, G) .
In [15] we determined the normalizer of a particular maximal abelian subalgebra S(X, G) in F(X,G) (see §1 for precise details), where G is abelian and preserves the finite measure μ; recall that the normalizer subalgebra was equal to F(Y d9 G) where (Y^, v, G) is the maximal quotient action of (X, μ, G) having pure point spectrum. If (Y d , v, G) is a free action, we are thus able to determine the length of S( X, G) in F( X, G), by using Theorem 2.2 and applying the above remarks; the length is the countable ordinal η of the maximal quotient action of (X, μ, G) having generalized elementary spectrum. (Recall from [28] that an action is said to have generalized elementary spectrum if it can be built up from the
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trivial action of G on a point by taking extensions with relatively elementary spectrum and inverse limits.)
When {Y, v, G) is not a free quotient action of (X, μ, G), in certain special cases our methods still allow us to determine the normalizer of F{Y, G) in F{ X, G). In particular, when (7, v, G) is the trivial action of G on a point and F(Y, G) is therefore equal to S(X,G) we have the following result: THEOREM 
Let (X, μ, G) be a free ergodic action of the countable discrete group G on the compact Lebesgue space (X, μ) which preserves the finite measure μ, and suppose that {X,μ,G) is weak-mixing, i.e. the associated unitary representation of G on L 2 { X) θ C has no finite dimensional subrepresentations: Then S{X, G) is its own normalizer in F{X, G).
When G is an abelian group, this theorem provides a new proof of Nielsen's result in ( [13] , [15] ), which does not use the Takesaki equivalence relation.
A major tool in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is the existence of a faithful normal conditional expectation from F(X, G) onto F{Y, G), i.e. a σ-weakly continuous faithful projection of norm one Eγ\ F{X,G) -> F{Y, G). In this vein we have the following result, which is related to work of Takesaki [20] and Zimmer [29] : THEOREM 1. 3 . Let (X, μ, G) be a G space and (7, v, G) 
an ergodic quotient space, with quotient G-map φ, μ and v finite measures. Then there exists a faithful normal conditional expectation of F{X, G) onto F{Y, G) if and only if μ is equivalent to finite measure μ', v = φ*μ\ with μ' relatively G-invariant over v. D
When μ is G-invariant and (X, μ, G) is free and ergodic, F{X, G) is a II X factor. By a result of Umegaki, F{X,G) thus has faithful normal conditional expectations onto all of its von Neumann subalgebras. This allows us to prove a result of related interest about intermediate subalgebras: COROLLARY 1. 8 
. Let {X,μ,G) be a free ergodic G-space, and let (Y, v, G) be a free quotient action, where μ {hence v) is finite and G-invariant. Then every intermediate von Neumann subalgebra between F(X,G) and F(Y, G) is of the form F(Z, G), where (Z, r, G) is some quotient action of (X, μ, G) which is also an extension action of (Y,v,G) {hence every intermediate von Neumann subalgebra is a subfactor).
One of Zimmer's main results in [27] is that for μ finite and G-invariant, the ergodic G-space (X, μ, G) has relatively elementary spectrum over (7, *>, G) if and only if there exists a compact second countable abelian group A, and a one-cocycle a: Y X G -> A such that (X, μ, G) is essentially isomorphic as an extension io {Y X a A, v X v A9 G). In this situation, recall from [15] that F(X, G) is *-isomorphic in a natural way to the crossed product F(Y, G)X ά A. In [27] and [28] , Zimmer also developed the notion of ergodic extensions having relatively discrete spectrum over quotient actions (7, v, G) , and showed that these must take on the form (Y X a K/H, μ X v κ/H G), where K is a compact second countable group, H is a closed subgroup, and a: Y X G -> AT is a one cocycle. In such a situation it is natural to study the embedding of F(Y, G) into F(Y X a K, G); in order to mimic the case where K is abelian one must obtain an analogue for the "crossed product by the dual group" construction. Indeed, such a construction for von Neumann algebras already exists in the mathematical literature; we use here the version due to Nakagami ([11], [12] ), the so-called "crossed-duaΓ product. When (Y, v, G) is a free ergodic action and {X, μ, G) is an ergodic extension with μ finite and relatively G-invariant over v, we are able to show that F( X, G) is a crossed dual product of F( Y, G) by a separable compact group K with appropriate embedding conditions if and only if (X, μ, G) is essentially isomorphic as an extension to (Y X a K, v X v κ ,G) for some 1-cocycle a.
Applying these ideas to the case where F(Y,G) is the hyperfinite II X factor R o , Nakagami-Takesaki duality and results of Zimmer on cocycles with dense range allow us to prove the existence of an outer action a of K on R o such that R o X a K is a factor, for any compact separable group K.
The organization of this paper runs as follows. In the first section, after briefly reviewing notation we discuss the existence of a normal faithful conditional expectation from F(X, G) onto F(Y,G) and determine intermediate subalgebras, under appropriate conditions. In §2 we discuss the normalizer of F{Y, G) in F(X, G) for (Y, J>, G) a free quotient action of (X, μ, G) where μ is relatively G-in variant over v. In §3 we study the normalizer of S(X, G) in F(X,G) when (X, μ, G) has continuous spectrum. In the fourth and final section we study the relationship between normal ergodic extensions with relatively discrete spectrum and crossed-dual products of von Neumann algebras by coactions of compact groups.
The results of this paper are for the most part independent of (although complmentary to) the major results in [15] . The general setting and framework is the same, and we refer the reader to [15, §1] for any unexplained notation and terminology.
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Some of the results of this paper were announced in [14].
1. Conditional expectations onto subalgebras corresponding to quotient actions. Let (X, μ,G) be a free ergodic G-space, where G is a countable discrete group acting on the compact Lebesgue space (X, μ) so as to leave the finite measure μ quasi-invariant. By a classic construction due to Murray and von Neumann, one may form a factorial von Neumann algebra on the space
where r x (x 9 g): X X G -> R + is the Radon-Nikodym derivative associated to the action of G on (X, μ). We denote by F(X 9 G) the von Neumann algebra generated by {Γ γ |γ e L°°(Λ;)} and {U g \g<ΞG}. It follows from freeness and ergodicity that F( X, G) is a factor. Denote the von Neumann subalgebra of F(X 9 G) generated by {T γ \y G L°°(X)} by
If (7, v, G) is a quotient action of (X 9 μ, G) so that there exists a surjective G-equivariant Borel map φ: X -* 7 with φ*(μ) = v 9 then there exists a natural *-monomorphism of F(Y 9 G) into F(X 9 G) which we denote by φ* [15] .
In this section we wish to investigate the conditions under which there exists a faithful normal conditional expectation of F(X 9 G) onto φ*(F(Y 9 G)). When such an expectation exists, and when the quotient action (7, v, G) is also a free action, we are able to show that R(X, G) is the unique maximal abelian subalgebra in F(X 9 G) containing φ*(R(Y 9 G)). This result plays a crucial role in the next section.
If μ is G-invariant measure then F(X,G) will be a II x factor, and thus will have faithful normal conditional expectations onto all of its subalgebras. This fact will allow us to establish a correspondence between intermediate von Neumann subalgebras of F(X 9 G) and F(Y,G) and intermediate G-spaces of (X, μ, G) and (Y 9 v, G), where (7, v, G) is a free quotient action of (X, μ, G).
Recall that a faithful normal conditional expectation from a von Neumann algebra Jί onto a von Neumann subalgebra JΓ is a σ-weakly continuous faithful projection E of norm one from Jί onto Jί. We refer the reader to [21] , [24] for further details and results. One useful property of such a map E is that E(axb) = aE(x)b, Va, b^Jί, \lx^Jί [24] . Another important result, due to Umegaki [25] , shows that a finite factor has faithful normal conditional expectations onto all of its von Neumann subalgebras. Thus whenever G preserves the finite measure μ, F(X,G) has this property. When μ is only quasi-invariant F(X, G) need not be type II.
The following definition, due to Zimmer, is very important in the study of conditional expectations onto subalgebras corresponding to quotient actions. DEFINITION 1.1 [30] . Let (X, μ, G) be a G space and (7, v, G) be a quotient G space with quotient G-map φ, so that φ*μ = v, the measure v is termed relatively G-invariant (over v) if in the decomposition of v over the fibers of φ, [3] ). If μ is relatively G invariant over v then the cocycle a actually takes on its values in Iso(Z>, m), the group of measure-preserving non-singular invertible transformations of (Z>, m) onto itself. Therefore the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the action of G on (X, μ) can be written as (4) r x {x 9 g) = r γ {φ(x) 9 
g)
where r γ \ Y X G -> R + is the Radon-Nikodym derivative for the action of G on (7, μ) . Conversely, if r x satisfies (4), then μ is relatively G-invariant over v [30] . EXAMPLE 1.2. Let (F, v, G) We now note that if μ is relatively G-invariant over v then there exists a G-invariant faithful normal conditional expectation Eγ from the von Neumann algebraL™{X) toL°°(7); simply define Pf(/)(y) = //(*) (5) , and note that
Here we define U*: L°°(X) -> L°°(X) by f/ g /(x) = /(jcg). Therefore Pî s G-invariant; it is clear that P* is faithful and normal. Now let (X, μ, G) be a G space, and (7, v, G) an ergodic quotient action, where φ: X -> y is the quotient G-map. Recall that every element in F(X,G) has a unique Hubert algebra representation Σ g €EG T γ U g9 where y g e L°°( X) Vg e G. If μ is relatively G-invariant over v, one is naturally tempted to define a map Eψ.
If the range of Eγ actually is in φ*(F(Y, G)) then it is easy to verify that the properties of the conditional expectation are satisfied. It is necessary to verify, however, that if Σ geG T y U g e F(X,G), then Σ g&G T P x (Ύg) U g is well defined as an element of F(Y 9 G).
We will prove this fact by proving THEOREM 1.
Let (X,μ,G) be a compact Lebesgue G-space, and suppose that (Y, v, G) is an ergodic quotient action, with φ: X -» Y and φ*μ = v. Then there exists a normal faithful conditional expectation Eγ of F(X,G) onto F(Y 9 G) if and only if μ is equivalent to a finite measure μ' with <p*μ' = v and such that μ' is relatively G-invariant over v. D
Proof. «= The unitary operator 9 and
and so without loss of generality assume μ is relatively G-invariant over *>, with
) dμ y , for μ = / μ^ dp. To avoid confusion, we let
be given by
By definition ί// e F(X, G), ί// e F(7, G), and φ*(C//) = C//Vg e G; previously we have denoted both by U g . We now claim that we can identify the von Neumann algebra (y 
y But now it is clear that E(m) = Q(m)Q is a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one, so that QF(X, G)Q = F(Y,G). Therefore Eγ(m) = φ*(QmQ) gives the desired projection of norm one from F(X, G) onto <p*( F( Y, G)) and it is easy to see that if m is represented by Σ T y U g
x , E*=<p*(QmQ) = φ*(
Finally to show that E* is faithful, we note that if xx* = ΣT f U 9 for XEF(I, G) then f e > 0, μ a.e., and f e = 0 μ a.e. =» jt = 0. Since for positive /, Pγ(f) (y) = 0 γ a.e. if and only if /Ξ 0 μ a.e., we obtain E*(xx*) = 0=>JC = 0=>XX* = 0; therefore £^ is faithful.
=> Suppose that E is a faithful normal conditional expectation from F(X, G) to φ*(F(7, G)). The measure v defines a linear functional on
+ by ψ v9 we obtain a finite normal faithful weight on φ*(F(Y, G)), i.e. ψ y maps φ*(jF( Y, G)) + to [0, oo) and satisfies Ψ,(* + 7) = Ψ,(x) + ΨΛJO, *, y €= φ (JP(r, G)) + , and ψ,(λ*) = λψ,(jc)λ > 0, JC e φ ί^r, G)) + , and ψ,(x) = 0 =* x = 0, x <Ξ φ*(jF(7, G)) + ; by normal it is means that ψ v is σ-weakly continuous. (See [6] for details of this construction.) Then ψ v ° E = ψ defines a normal faithful finite weight on F(X,G): ψ is normal because ψ y and £" are σ-weakly continuous; it is faithful because E and ψ v are faithful, and it is finite because ψ y is finite. Examine the restriction of ψ to R(X,G) s L°°( X, μ). Then ψ is a σ-weakly-continuous linear functional on L°°( X, μ), and since L°°(X, μ)* = L*( A", μ), there exists a function/ e L x ( JSί, μ) with
+ is finite, faithful and positive it is clear that the function / must be positive and μ almost nowhere zero. Therefore the measure μ' defined by dμ r = f(x) dμ is a positive measure which is equivalent to μ. It is clear that v = φ*μ" since L°°(y, v)
Then P e F(7, G)P e can be identified with a normal projection of F(Y 9 G) onto R(Y, G) = L°°(7, ^) (see [22, p. 364 
]), and an easy calculation shows that for every m <Ξ F(X, G) ψ(m) = χp v (E(m)) = ψ v {P e E(m)P e ).
In particular if m = T γ e i?(X, G), P e E(m)P e e L°°(7) and ψ,,(P e J5:(m)P e ) = ψ(m) = where f μ' y dv = μ' is the decomposition of μ / over the fibers of φ. By uniqueness of decomposition, if P e E(T y )P e = T h for Λ G L°°(7), we must have h(y) = /^ γ(x) Jμ; v a.e. Then Vγ e L°°(X) and Vg e G, Therefore /^ γ(x) rf(g*μ;) = Λ(^g) = /^ γ(x) dμ' v a.e., so that = μ^g y a.e., by the uniqueness of decomposition. Hence μ' is relatively G-invariant over v, as desired. D 416 JUDITH A. PACKER REMARK 1.4. We note that if μ is relatively G invariant over v, then the modular automorphism group corresponding to the weight ψ μ leaves φ+(F(Y 9 G)) invariant. Hence direction <= of the theorem also follows from applying the main theorem of [21] . D REMARK 1.5. In [31] Zimmer proved that for (X,μ,G) an ergodic extension of (Y, v, G), there is a norm one projection from F(X, G) onto φ* (F(Y, G) ) if and only if (X, Y) is an amenable pair of G-spaces, which is a more general situation than μ being relatively G-invariant over v. For our purposes, however, faithfulness and normality are essential, and the projection constructed in [29] need not be either. D
The existence of a normal faithful conditional expectation allows us to prove the following lemma, which will play an essential role in the following section. LEMMA 
Let (X, μ, G) be an extension of the free ergodic action (F, v, G) : with quotient map φ, and suppose that there exists a faithful normal conditional expectation from F(X,G) onto φ*(F(Y,G)). Then φ*(R(Y, G)Y Π F(X, G) = R(X, G).

Proof. Since F(Y, G) and R(Y, G) inject naturally into F(X, G) via the map φ*, we may identify elements in F(Y, G) with their image in
. Then for every g ^ G, the element T (f JJ g also commutes with everything in R{ Y, G) as well. Let Eγ be the faithful normal conditional expectation from
By using the same argument we see that V 6 E
Therefore if g Φ e, we must have y g = 0 v a.e. Since Eγ is faithful and T {f{ e F(X, G) + U{0}, we see that |/ g | = 0 μ a.e. Hence any K e i?(V, GY Π F(X, G) must be of the form T f U e e R(X, G). Since R(X, G) is clearly contained in R( 7, G)' Π F( X, G), we are done. D Taken together, Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.6 imply that if (Γ, v, G) is a free ergodic quotient action of (X, μ, G), and if μ is relatively G-invariant over *>, then R(Y, G) extends to a unique maximal abelian subalgebra of F( X, G), namely R( X, G).
Another rather easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
G) c jVa (X, G) which is also the image of a normal faithful conditional expectation on F(X,G) must be of the form F(Z,G) where (Z,τ,G) is a quotient action of(X,μ,G) and an extension action of(Y 9 v,G).
Proof. Let E£ and E* as in Theorem 1.3 be the normal faithful conditional expectations from F(X,G) onto the subalgebras Jί and F(Y, G) respectively. Then £/== E* restricted to JΓ defines a normal faithful conditional expectation from ^Γonto F(Y 9 
G) and it is a trivial verification that E = Ef*° Ej^ defines a normal faithful conditional expectation from F(X, G) onto F(Y, G). (In fact E = E$ although we do not need this.) We now examine the subalgebra E$.(R(X, G)) = R^. For every n e R(Y, G) and every & e R(X, G\ mE%(£)
Therefore E£(J2) commutes with everything in R(Y y G). So by applying Lemma 1.6 we see that Λ^c R(X,G) 9 and furthermore R^ is G-invariant. Indeed V g ^ G so that
Recalling that the action of Ad U g on R(X, G) corresponds to the action of G on L°°(X) 9 we see that iί^ can be naturally identified with a closed *-subalgebra of L°°(X, μ) which is G-invariant. Since R^ contains the subalgebra R(Y, G) = L°°(F) which is itself a G-invariant closed *-subalgebra, we may apply [27, Cor. 2.2] twice to show that R^ corresponds to L^iZ, T) for some quotient action (Z, T, G) of (X, μ, G) which is itself an extension action of (Y, v, G). Therefore ^contains the von Neumann subalgebra F(Z,G). Now for any m e F(X,G) there exists a net {Σ geG 7}«ί/ g |α e ^4} for some index set A, converging to m in the weak operator topology, where for fixed a all but a finite number of the f g are identically zero. 
is G-invariant, and suppose that (Y, v, G) is a free quotient action. Then every von Neumann subalgebra JΓsuch that F(Y, G) c ^Γc F(X, G) is of the form F{Z, G) for some quotient action (Z, T, G) of (X, μ, G) which is also an extension action of(Y, v, G) {and thus Jί must be a subfactor). D
Proof. Since μ is finite and G invariant, and (X, μ, G) inherits freeness from (7, p 9 G\ F(X, G) is a factor of type II le It follows that F(X, G) has a faithful normal conditional expectation onto any subalgebra. The theorem shows that any intermediate subalgebra Stakes on the desired form. Since (Z, T, G) inherits ergodicity from (X, μ, G) and freeness from (y, v, G), ^Γ will be a factor. D REMARK 1.9. Under the same hypotheses as in the corollary, the following intuitive remarks can be made. The virtual subgroup of G (see [9] ) corresponding to the groupoid Y X G can be considered as "containing" the virtual subgroup of G corresponding to the groupoid X X G. Denote these subgroups by i^γ and y χ respectively. Recall that F(X,G) can be thought of as the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular representation of the groupoid X X G -"G/i^x" and F(Y, G) can be thought of as the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular representation of the groupoid Yx G -"G/i^γ". Then Corollary 1.8 states that the intermediate subalgebras between these two von Neumann algebras correspond exactly to the virtual subgroups lying in between i^Y and -T x . D
The normalizer of subf actors corresponding to quotient actions in
F( X, G). One of the main results of [15]
was the construction of the unitaries in F(X, G) which normalize S(X, G), where (X, μ, G) is a free ergodic g-space with G countable abelian and measure preserving; these unitaries were completely determined by the pure point spectrum of the group action. Taking Y = pt., the trivial G-map φ: X -> pt. gives rise to the injection φ*:
this observation it is natural to attempt to calculate the unitaries in F(X, G) which normalize φ*(F(y, G)), where (7, *>, G) is a non-trivial quotient action of (X 9 μ, G) with quotient G-map φ:
For the case where μ is relatively G-invariant over v and the quotient action (Y, v, G) is free, we have been able to accomplish this for an arbitrary countable discrete group G. The unitaries in F(X,G) which normalize F(Y, G) bear a relationship to Zimmer's action of relatively elementary spectrum, so we briefly review this notion. Since the related concept of relatively discrete spectrum will be needed in Section 4, we discuss the two notions together. Let (X, μ, G) be a compact Lebesgue G-space and (Y 9 v, G) a quotient ergodic G-space, with φ: X -» Y the quotient G-map. Suppose that μ is relatively G-invariant over v, so that in the decomposition of μ over the fibers of φ μ = / μ y dv, g*μ y = μ yg v a.e.,Vg e G.
We 
(y,g)f(χ)=f(χg).
It is clear that a satisfies the cocycle identity (2)
*{y, gιg 2 ) = <*(y, gi)*(ygi, g 2 )-The map a is an example of a unitary bundle cocycle representation; the reader is referred to [27] for further details on the theory of these objects. We recall from [27] that (X, μ, G) is said to have relatively elementary (respectively relatively discrete) spectrum over (Y, p, G) if the bundle cocycle representation a given above decomposes as the direct sum of one-dimensional (respectively finite dimensional) subbundle representations.
For every ergodic extension (X, μ, G) of an ergodic action (7, v, G) where μ is relatively G-invariant over J>, there exist maximal quotient actions of (X, μ, G) having relatively discrete and relatively elementary spectrum over (Γ, v, G). Denote these extensions by (Z d9 τ d9 G) and (Z e9 τ e9 G) respectively. One of the main results of Zimmer's theory ( [27] , which can be extended to the case μ quasi-invariant by using results of Fabec [4] ) is that there exists a second countable compact group K, and closed subgroups D c E>K, such that K/E is abelian, and a cocycle β: y X G -» K such that (Z e , τ e9 G) s (7 X^/i?, ir X p κ/E9 G) and
(Z d9 τ d9 G) ^ {Y X β K/D, v X v κ/D9 G).
(Here by = we mean essential isomorphism as extensions.) In particular, (Z e9 τ e9 G) is given by a skew-product (Y X β A, v X v A , G) where A is a second countable compact group.
Associated to every one-dimensional subbundle representation of the natural cocycle representation a for an ergodic extension (X,μ,G) of (Y, v, G) there is an L 2 Borel function f β : X -> C and a one cocycle β:
Ergodicity then implies that \f β \ is constant a.e. and without loss of generality we assume \f β \ = 1. 
A γ (φ*(F(Y 9 G))) = φ*(F(Y 9 G)).
Hence T f and 7}* normalize φ*(F{Y,G)). The main theorem of this section states that modulo multiplication by a unitary in F(Y, G), every unitary in F(X,G) normalizing F(Y, G) must be of the form T f for some relative eigenfunction /. (Here we have identified F(Y, G) with φ*(F(y, G)).) This will imply THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, μ, G) be a free ergodic G-space, and suppose that (Y, v, G) is a free quotient action, where μ is relatively G-invariant over v. Then the unitaries in F(X,G) which normalize F(Y,G) generate the von Neumann algebra F(Z e ,G), where (Z e ,τ e ,G)
is the maximal quotient action of (X, μ, G) having relatively elementary spectrum over (Y, v, G) . D Before proving the theorem we make several introductory remarks about fibred product G-spaces.
Let X X γ X = {(x v x 2 ) e X X X\φ(xι) = φ(x 2 )}-Define a measure Since φ, / = 1,2,3, and φ are surjective G-maps, and since (Γ, F, G) and (X, μ, G) are ergodic, by applying [15] , Proposition 1.1 the commutative diagram of von Neumann algebra injections can be constructed: 
Therefore with no confusion F(Y, G) can be identified with its image in F(XX Y X, G). Also
<PΪ(F(X, G)) Π φϊ(F(X, G)) = F(Y, G).
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For if
Σ T f U g <=φ*(F(X,G))nφϊ(F(X,G)),
where f g e L X (X X Y X), then each/ g is constant along the fibers of both φ t and φ 2 . But this implies that each function f g is constant along the fibers of φ 3 , hence Σ geG T f U g e φ$ (F(Y, G)) = F(Y, G) . We are now prepared for the proof of the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose Uis a unitary element in F( X, G) such that UF(Y, G)U* = F(Y, G). We examine the element φΐ(U)φ*(U*) = K e F(X X Y X, G). We claim that K commutes with everything in F(Y, G). Indeed for
Recalling that φt(F(X, G)) Π φϊ(F(X, g)) = F(Y, G)
, we obtain |/ g2 | = \f g2 \ e Φ*(^°°(^)) so that \f g (x)\ is constant along the fibers of <p, Setting Z g = {x G X|/ g (x) = 0), it is clear that Z g is a lift of a measurable set in (Y 9 Ϊ>). Hence A g = X -Z g is also a lift of a measurable set in 7.
Now Vk, g G G, define
(9) .* { Clearly R k g (x) G U°(X).
We claim i?^ g is constant along the fibers of φ.
We have already seen that |/ g | is constant along the fibers of φ, and for (x v x 2 ) G X X y I Π A g xA g , fΛ X l) Equation (11) comes from dividing through equation (9) with g = k through by equation (9) on the support of f g .
We now claim that we can write 
That \τ(x)\ = 1 μ a.e. follows from the fact that the B t are mutually disjoint with μ(X -\JfL x B t ) = 0.
We claim that
μa.e., VfceG. F(Z € , G) is contained in the subalgebra of F(X, G) Let (X, μ, G) and (Y, v, G) 9 T a relative eigenfunction for (X, μ, G) over (7, v, G) . Zimmer's results on relatively elementary spectrum in [27] , [4] 
it was shown that any unitary normalizing F(Y 9 G) must be of the form T T W, W e U(F(Y, G))
. Let (X, μ, G) and(Y, v, G) be as in Theorem 2.2. The unitaries in F(X,G) normalizing F(Y,G) will generate F(X,G) if and only if(X,μ,G) has relatively elementary spectrum over(Y, v,G).
With the theorem in hand we are now able to calculate the "length" of F(Y, G) in F(X, G). We briefly review the relevant definitions, the first of which was introduced in [23] . DEFINITION 2.5. Let j/be a von Neumann subalgebra of the von Neumann algebra Jί. Set J^= N 0 (S/) and proceed inductively, setting = the von Neumann algebra generated by {U unitary in . Call N λ (s/) the normalizer ofs/inJΐ. Then
JUDITH A. PACKER
Define the finite length oίsimJί to be the least positive integer n such that N n (s/) = N n+ι (s/) 9 if such an n exists. Call the length of j/infinite if no such n exists. D When the length of si in Jί is infinite, the notion of transfinite length must be introduced: DEFINITION 2.6. Let si and Jί be as in 2.5, and suppose that the length of ja^in Jί is infinite. Let N ω^( si) be the von Neumann subalgebra of Jί generated by U i€ ΞN + N t (si). Proceed on in this way, defining for any non-limit countable ordinal η N η (sf) = N 1 (N η _ 1 (s/)) 9 and for η a limit ordinal, define N η (s/) to be the von Neumann algebra generated by Uξ <η Nξ(s#) . Define the transfinite length oisϋviJί \o the least countable ordinal η such that N η (si) = N η+1 (si) if such a countable ordinal exists. D Note that iΐsih&s finite length in^#, the transfinite length of si in Jί will coincide with the finite length of si in Jί, therefore without loss of generality we refer to the transfinite length of siinJί SLS the length of s/in Jί.
We now wish to calculate the length of F(Y,G) in F(X,G) under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, and furthermore to relate the calculation to Zimmer's notion of generalized elementary spectrum [28] . Recall that the (X a9 μ a , G) = (Z ge , τ ge , G) = (X a , μ α , G) . These extensions are chosen in such a fashion that if γ is not a limit ordinal, then (X y+V μ γ +i, G) is the maximal extension of (X γ9 μ γ , G) which is also a quotient action of (X, μ, G) having relatively elementary spectrum over (X y9 μ γ , G), and if γ is a limit ordinal, then (X y9 μ γ , G) = inj lim r?<γ (Z τ? , μ ψ G). We prove the theorem by induction, showing that
The case ξ = 0 is obvious from the definition. Assume that (*) is true for every ordinal less than some fixed ξ < a. If £ is not a limit ordinal, then
Nι(F(Y, G)) = tfxί JVx(F(y, G))) = N^FiX^, <?)), and by Theorem 2.2, G) ) is equal to the von Neumann algebra generated by U y<ξ F(X y , G). Therefore our aim is to show that the von Neumann subalgebra of F(X 9 G) generated by U γ<^ F(X γ9 G) is equal to
is generated by {U g \g e G} and R(X γ , G). Therefore Λ^(F(Γ, G)) is generated by {U g \g e G} andU γ<^i ?(X γ , G). Each i?(X γ ,G) is *-isomoφhic to L°°(X γ , ju γ ), and the subalgebra generated by \J y<^L°°( X y , μ y ) is precisely L°°(X ξ , μ^) by the properties of inverse limits of G-spaces (see [28] , Section 8). Hence the subalgebra generated by {J y<ξ R(X v G)
is R(X ξ9 G). Hence Nς(F(Y 9 G)) is equal to the von Neumann algebra generated by {U g \g e G} and i?(JQ, G), and thus we obtain, for every limit ordinal ξ < α, N ξ ( F( Y 9 G)) = i^( X^, G). By induction, this completes the proof. D Assume now that G is abelian and preserves the finite normalized measure μ. In [15] , we proved that N^SiX, G)) = F(Y d , G), where (Y d9 T, G) is the maximal quotient action of (X, μ, G) having pure point spectrum. lf(Y d9 τ 9 G) is a free action, we shall be able to use Theorem 2.2 to find NάFiY^G)) = N 2 (S(X 9 G)) 9 N 2 (F(Y d9 G)) 9 and so forth. The subalgebra obtained by a transfinite continuation of this procedure corresponds to the maximal quotient action of (X, μ, G) having what is called G) in F(X,G) when (X, μ, G) is weak-mixing. In [13] , Nielsen proved that if (X, μ, G) is a free ergodic G-space, where G is countable and abelian, and if the L°°-spectrum of the G-action is trivial, then S(X, G) is singular in F(X, G) so that N λ {S{X,G)) = S(X,G). His proof used direct integral decomposition techniques and Takesaki's equivalence relation. In this section we provide an alternate proof of this fact for the case where μ is G-invariant, which is valid for G non-abehan as well. The proof uses the embedding idea which was exploited in the previous section.
We recall some terminology and theory. Let (X,μ,G) be a free ergodic G-space where μ is finite and G-invariant. Recall that when G is abelian and (X, μ, G) is as above S( X, G) is a maximal abelian subalgebra of F(X, G). Clearly if G is not abelian this will no longer be true. However, when (X, μ, G) is weak-mixing, one can show that any element in F(X,G) which commutes with everything in S( X, G) must lie in S( X, G) itself: LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, μ, G) be a free ergodic G-space, where G preserves the finite measure μ, and suppose that (X,μ,G) is weak-mixing. Then
Set H g = {h e G\hgh~x = G}. We claim that if g has finite conjugacy class in G, then H g must act ergodically on (X, μ, G). For if H g does not act ergodically on (X, μ) there exists a non constant function/e L°°(X) c L 2 (X) with/invariant under the action of H g . If g l9 g 2 are in the same right H g coset, the f(xg λ ) = f(xg 2 ) since g x = g 2 h for some Λ e H g . Since [G: i/ g ] = card{ hgh~ι\h e G} which is finite, the subspace of L 2 ( X) spanned by {/(xg)|g e G} is finite dimensional, and the representation of G on L 2 ( X) θ C has a finite-dimensional subrepresentation, which is a contradiction of our original assumption. Now suppose that Q e F( X, G) commutes with everything in 5( X, G). Then write β = Σ T f U 8 , with/ g e L«( A-) Vg G G. 
